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A view of the telescope site, with the access road to the right.





















Track welded by Pailería de San Luis Potosí



The structure of the backstructure was aligned on the ground



Lifting the antenna structure on November, 2005



The cladding installation, which is the thermal protection, to cover the 2,183 ton steel 
structture



The elevation drives tested and working



Under test, the azimuth motion is done with only 8/16 motors



The working space under the concrete cone 







The panels

Design and basic 
geometry









The subframes  in the laboratory ready for assembly





P A N E L S

The electroformed nickel panels





Lateral Bars 



Adjusters

Axial Bars





The first panel in the process of being installed in ring 1



The panels of ring 1 in their way to the telescope



Ring 1 panels in the process of being aligned



Polishing machine for the 
secondary reflector mold.

The mold accuracy is 9.5 � rms



The  INAOE to construct the secondary reflector. 



Metrología
Ajustadores Subframes

Alineación con máquina de medición 
tridimensional certificada Baseplates



The coordinate measuring machine 



The secondary reflector has been 
manufactured with RCFP



The rear of the secondary 
reflector with its mounting 

support structure

The 2.61 m diameter 
secondary reflector 
already finished, being 
packed for the Al 
deposition.



Dr. Gustavo Chapela, Director General of CONACYT, witnessing a test in may 
2006



Science Instruments









SEQUOIA





LA CUBIERTA PROTECTORA FUE TERMINADA EN NOVIEMBRE 2006









• The impact on Earth of an asteroid with a 
diameter of 140 meters would be 
equivalent to the explosion of a 500 
megaton bomb. This is enough power to 
destroy a large city or create a 100m 
tsunami. By 2019, a NASA programme will 
find around 500,000 previously unknown 
asteroids, of which a few thousand will 
have “uncomfortable” levels of probabilities 
of impacting the Earth in the next 50 years. 



To determine whether one of those asteroids 
will impact Earth, and when, will require 
accurate knowledge about its composition, 
shape and orbital characteristics. Radar 
telescopes are the best tools for this 
purpose.  

Mexico is one of a few countries of the world, 
which are capable of detecting, tracking 
and characterizing near-Earth asteroids 
that constitute an impact danger on our 
planet. 



Mexico’s Large Millimeter Telescope (LMT), a 
50-meter diameter single dish telescope, 
can be converted into the largest radar in 
the world and used to characterize 
dangerous asteroids and enable 
international mitigation actions.

• Possible to track asteroids having a 
probability of impact with Earth above a 
threshold established by the international 
scientific community, in order to determine 
their orbital parameters and other 
characteristics. 



With this knowledge, it is possible to 
determine if the asteroid indeed 
represents a risk to Earth and to decide if 
mitigation strategies need to be pursued. 
To date, there are not enough radars on a 
global level to track the number of 
asteroids, which are anticipated to be 
discovered. 



ESTADO  ACTUAL DEL RADIOTELESCOPIO




